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The US Marines in Beirut
under fire again on Monday.
One Marine was reported wounded
in the attack which marked the
beginning of an active week for
forces in the region.
Fighting between Palestinian
factions has resulted in PLO leader
Arafat's withdrawal to
Over l ,000 people have
died due to the fighting.
Syria has ordered full
mobilization of its 220,000 - man
and has called up 100,000
reserves, claiming it fears an attack
from the US or Israel.
The US has amassed a group
30 warships, with 300 planes,
the coast of Beirut.

Election Results
Tuesday's nationwide election
brought some firsts and surto the nation.
Philadelphia, America's fourth
city, has it.i first black

By Dan Sousa
Editor-In-Chief

When you are the nation's No. 1
volleyball squad, every opponent you
face wants to knock you off. Each
year, the Hawaii Rainbow Wahines
storm into the Wendy's Classic and
give the Tigers a chance to knock off
the nation's top team.
This year is no exception in the

A bomb was exploded near
the US Senate chamber in the
Capitol Building on Monday about
10:55 pm EST. The explosion
blew off doors and damanged a
wan, but caused no injuries.
A caller, who claimed to be
from a group called the Armed
Resistance Unit, notified the
Washington Post just before . the
blast that the action was in support
of the struggle against US military
aggression and in response to
Grenada and Lebanqn.

oto

Top-secret goof
Some highly-classified State
Department documents were
found in a file cabinet sent to a
Prison for refurbishing, goverrnent officials said Tuesday.
Tlie two-dozen documents
were found by an inmate at the
Lorton Reformatory, and handed
0~er to a TV reporter. He - along
With Sen. Charles Mathias, RMd. returned them to embarrassed
department officials.

Defense spending

re''

The Senate passed a bill
Tuesday which will allow the
United States to spend $253 billion
on defense in 1984. The bill passed
by a vote of 86-6.
Included in the bill are funds
for 21 MX missiles, 360 cruise
trissiles, 10 B-1 bombers, three
nuclear attack submarines, 840 M1 battle tanks, 96 Pershing 2
medium-range missiles and an
array of tactical fighters, Navy
warships, and other weapons

Camp Pacific Reviewed questions fashion - page 8
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fact that the nation's No. 1 ranking is
in ieooardy. However, it will be
Hawaii (#2), UCLA (#3) and Stanford
(#5), three of the country's elites,
trYJ.ng to gun down the NCAA No. 1
ranked squad - the Pacific Tigers.
"The 1983 Wendy's Classic
could be the best collegiate volleyball
tournament in the history of this
country," stated head coach Terry
Liskevych, whose team is off to its

best start (29-1) in school history.
"Anytime you can get the caliber of
teams we have coming in under one
roof it has to rank as one of the elite
tournaments nationally.''
The Tigers, who earned the No. 1
spot after winning the UCLA-NIVT
championship for the second consecutive year, will face the UCLA Bruins

(continued on page 6, column 3)

Two officers join force
By Cheryl L. Tollefson
News Editor

After six weeks of rigorous
testing, two new officers have been
selected to join the full-time staff of
the UOP Department of Public
Safety. The number of sworn in officers now numbers ten.
The new officers, Terry L.
Elliott and Donald N. Swartz began
their seven week in-service training
this week. The two came out on top
of a group of over 140 applicants,
which Chief Norman Askew said was

bid for governor of Kentucky
the only current woman
in the US.
anne Feinstein was reas mayor of San Francisco.
won by a landslide margin of 4
1.

Bomb in D.C.

UOP water polo squad close season - page 7

No. 1 volleyball ready for Wend
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The Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee announced
Tuesday that word on the status of
tickets they ordered and 900Jo getGames is in the mail to 275,000
with about 200Jo getting all
tickets they ordered an4 9Q'getting at least some of what they ordered.

THE BIG
STORIES

Serving the UOP community since 1908

W. Wilson Goode.
fS~:;;;:;;:;:;;;;;:;::;;:~~~~Y.~~·
Lt. Gov. Martha Collins won

Olympic tickets

Movie has ''The Right Stuff'' - page 5
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Terry Elliott

by far the best he has ever seen.
Both Elliott and Swartz have
already completed their basic Police
Academy training - Elliott with Delta
Junior College and Swartz with the
California Highway Patrol. Because
this training is already behind them,
Askew said it has saved the University
much time and money. "It is great
that they already have their basic
training, because we can get them out
on patrol much sooner. But our
ultimate concern is how we think the
officers will fit in with the academic
environment. The amount of experience is secondary," said Askew.
The selection for UOP police officers exceeds the selection process
for city officers, according to Askew.
Testing includes a written aptitude test,
a physical agility test as well as a
physical examination, background
investigation, psychological screening
and an interview. The oral board
examination (interview) is 'administered by a panel consisting of
UOP faculty, staff and students as
well as an outside law enforcement
officer. This is an important step in
determining whether potential officers will fit in at UOP.

Officer Elliott is a graduate of
the 1981 class of San Joaquin Delta
College Police Academy, and is
currently working towards an A.A.
Degree in Social Science. She resides
in Rio Vista, is married and has two
teenage children. She has previously
worked for the California State
Bea.ches and Parks, a position that
also required some patrolling. "I've
wanted to work in law enforcement
for some time, so when I saw a
position available here I jumped at
the chance. I see part of my job here
(continued on page 8, column 1)
I

UOP Volleyball Team members Andrea Markel, Julie Maginot, Therese Boyte
and Robin Burns declare victory for the second consecutive Yt.flr at UCLA's
National Invitational Volleyball Tournament. This victory gave them the
number oneseed :"n the NCAA pole ranking.
"

Four Archites help capture
would-be campus stereo thief
By Cheryl L. Tollefson
Don Swartz

OAS discusses Central America
•

By Julia Stevenson
Staff Writer

The twelfth annual Model of the
Organization of American States
(OAS) at UOP will take place next
Wednesday, November 16, in the
Raymond Commons Room, from
8:30am through 5 pm. The theme for
this year's conference is "The Crisis
in Central America."
The model OAS conference was
started at UOP 12 years ago through
the Elbert Covell College by Dr.
Larry Pippin, a professor of political
science at the University. The
organization is responsible tor
bringing such distinguished speakers
to the campus as Galo Plaza and
Alberto Lleras Camargo, both of
whom were at one time the secretary
generals of the OAS.
There are 27 students that are
permanent members of the model
OAS, each of which will be represen-

Pacifican
positions
available
The Pacifican is now accepting applications for the spring
semester in several areas of the
newspaper. Applications will be
accepted for News Editor,
Assistant
News
Editor,
Editorial/Opinion Editor and Advertising Representative.
The Editor jobs receive a
monthly salary and the Ad rep is
paid on a commission basis. No
experience is necessary to apply foq
these positions.
·
The Pacifican is looking for
applicants who do not ha~e .major
commitments and are wtlhng to
spend from 5 to 20 hours a week
working on the paper.
Apply in person to Third
Floor North Hall before Friday,
November 18. The new editors and
rep will be picked before Nov. 25
and training will begin the first
week in December. The Pacifican
is still looking for writers and
photographers.

ting a country in the conference. The · and attend the conference.
The OAS itself is the oldest
student representatives are responsible for being familiar with the rules of re~ional cm;~anization in the world
procedure of the conference and their today and is headquartered in
countries' positions on the issues Washington _D.C. It is made up of
being discussed.
countries in the Western Hemisphere,
The Model OAS conference will except the sovereign states of
begin at 8:30 with a reception, and Canada, Guyana and Belize. There
the opening session will begin at 9 am are an additional 19 observer counwith opening remarks from all ot the tries which take part in the OAS from
representatives. The key-note Asia, Africa and Western Europe.
speaker will be speaking before the The goals of the OAS include settling
initial session where the student international disputes in peaceful
representatives will state their coun- ways and improving the economic
try's position on the 12 resolutions and technological development of
which are being proposed. The rest of some of the underdeveloped counthe conference will be discussion, tries. The OAS was used as a base
debate, and amendment of the model in the forming of the United
resolutions. The conference will be Nations.
followed by a social function for all
There is still time for anyone in1 of the participants, and all of the apterested in participating in the conproved resolutions will be forwarded ference to do so by representing one
to the secretariat of the OAS in of the observer nations. They should
Washington, D.C. Ambassadors get in contact with the faculty adfrom all of the countries in the OAS visor, Dr. Larry Pippin, at 946-2573
have been sent invitations to come or 946-2578 as soon as possible.

Doors open for Buckley
Editor, author and political activisit William F. Buckley Jr. will state
his "Reflections on Current Contentions" in the Conservatory of Music
on November 15.
Referred to as ''the scourge of
American
liberalism,'' Buckley's
epitomize
laissez-faire
views
capitalism, elitism and traditionalism
concerning private and social
morality.
Fifty-eight year old Buckley, as
well as chief editor of the National
Review magazine, is host of public
His
television's "Firing Line."
guests have included such diverse personalities as Billy Graham, Hugh
Hefner, Groucho Matx, Huey
Newton, Muhammad Ali, Henry
Kissinger, Jimmy Carter and Ronald
Reagan.
Booked last May by ASUOP
UPBEAT
lectures,
Buckley's
Stockton visit has already sold nearly
900 tickets, according to Karen
Strickland, UPBEAT lecture committee chairperson.
Conservatory doors will open at

7:15p.m. on the 15th for the 8 p.m.
lecture.

News Editor

One of the oossible auto stereo
thieves that as been plaguing UOP
parking lots for the last six weeks
has been arrested, thank,s to four
students from Archania, according to
police reports.
Brad Caroline, Brad Penfold,
Reo Nosky and Jim Ross showed their
bravery on Friday morning, October 28
at about 5:30 am. Caroline said he
happened to look out his window at the
parking lot behind Archania and saw
someone breaking into a V.W. convertible Rabbit parked there. He quickly
recruited some fraternity brothers to
help him attempt to catch the suspect.
"Jim Ross is the one who finally
tackled the guy," said Caroline. "As
soon as he saw us the suspect took off
running across Pacific towards the
school yard by the church. Both Jim
and I ran into a chain linked fence run. ning after the guy- it was pitch dark
out. Jun got up first and grabbed him.
It looked like he (the suspect) was hurting from the fall." Caroline said that
when he got there he had to grab the
suspect's arm because he was waving a

screwdriver around like a knife. "I was
glad when the police got there."
According to the report, the
Sl!spect was apparently so preoccupied with trying to remove a stereo
from the car that he didn't see the
students approaching. He ran out of
the parking lot and across Pacific
Avenue, where he was fianlly apprehended. Officer Paulk arrived on
the scene, the Methodist Church
lawn across from the University~ to
find the suspect pinned down to the
ground by the students.
The suspect was immediately
arrested for suspicion of felony
burglary and assault with a deadly
weapon, according to the UOP Police
Chief, Norman Askew. During subsequent investigation, UOP police officers recovered five stereos the
suspect had apparently stolen from
cars on campus that evening.
A complaint has been filed
against this suspect by the District Attorney, said Askew, and a preliminary
h~ is set for Nov. 15 at 8:45 am
to determine if the suspect should be
held over. "To hold him, all we need to
present now is probable cause," said
Askew.

500 UOP students
are on the Federal
Work/Study Program
By Kelly Olsen
Staff Writer

The Federal Work-Study Program
at U.O.P. is a successful part of the
Financial Aid Department. According
to Mr. Ernie Beltz, Assistant Director of
Financial Aid, "the Federal WorkStudy Program has proven to be helpful
to students and to the campus."
Presently about 500 students have
been placed in jobs in the Federal WorkStudy Program, and there will be more.
Each Federal Work-Study student is
paid directly and the money is used in
some way to support their college
career.
Work-Study jobs include
positions such as recertio ;~ h tutors,
bookkeepers, and foud service 1elpers.
All students who are interested in the
Federal Work-Study Program must me
a Work-Study application with the offlee of Financial Aid. This application is

William F. tJuckley, Jr.

reviewed and certified as to need in accordance with Federal regulations.
"The general attitude of the WorkStudy students is very positive," commented Mr. Beltz. Most of the students
enjoy the program. According to
Work-Study student Leah Fregulia
"it's good that we can help the schooi
and at the same tirne .help ourselves.'l
Another Work-Study student Cathy
Frisk added, "it's great to be able to
work right on campus."
U.O.P. students find that the
Federal Work-Study Program gives
them the opportunity to interact with
faculty, help the school, and especially
help th~lves f~ancially. Overall, the
program lS runrung smoothly and is
havingapositiveeffectonU.O.P.
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
Question: Do you think that the
U.S. should remove its troops
from Lebanon.

Diana Andrich
Freshman
Communication Disorders
If they did I think it would show
the world we were wishy-washy. If
we move out, it shows we are
bowing to world opinion . If we're
going to do it, let's do it."

Sandy. Bigman
Senior
School of Dentistry
"No, I don't think they should.
First of all, if we back out now,
then the communists could take
over. Then all of the deaths would
be in vain . I really think they
should defend themselves better.
They are just sitting ducks now.''

Tom Knoles
Sophomore
Drama /Communications
"Yes, morally I think we should,
but it would be very hard in the
position we're in right now. It
would be a sign of weakness.
Given Reagan's attitude toward
the Communist Block countries, I
don't think it's even very realistic.
I guess we have to wait for the next
election. ''

JeffVarnal
Freshman
Electrical Engineering
"Definitely. I don't think we have
any right being there in the first
place. First of all, we're a
peacekeeping force, from what
Reagan said at the beginning.
Well, why don't they use the U.N.
peacekeeping forces) They would
be much less controversial m that
turbulent part of the world . And
then we wouldn't lose anymore
American Jives."

Marine mission
defeats purpose
Since the suicidal bombing of the marine barracks the
situation has not improved in Lebanon. In fact, since the U.S.
Marines first landed there in August of 1982 there has been little
peace. Over 230 men of the peacekeeping force were killed in the
October 23rd bombing, not to mention the others that have been
sporadically killed or wounded. In retaliation to these senseless
killings, the U.S. has moved in 29 naval vessels and 300 warplanes.
The United States Marine's original'purpose was to evacuate
1,000 Palestinian guerrillas by boat to Syria, under pressure of
Israeli siege. This was in August of 1982. The Marines were then
called back in September by Reagan at Lebanon's President
Amin Gemayel's request after the massacre of Palestinian
civilians in Beirut refugee camps.
As it stands now, Syria is occupying the east and is using
troops and arms to back warring Moslem factions. They claim~
fear of attack from the U.S. or Israel so they have ordered full
mobilization of their army. After moving in last year to crush the
PLO, Israel now occupies southern Lebanon. The government of
President Gemayel controls less than one-fifth of the land. This
puts the U.S. in the unpopular role of Gemayel's ally. We are once
again backing aregimerhat lacks broad political support.
Faced with tms crisis, President Reagan claims that he is
"more determined than ever" to keep troops in Lebanon. Even
though he lacks the support from many Congressmen, both
Republican and Democrat, he maintains this line of thinking.
Democrat Sen. Sam Nunn said he recognized that the diplomatic
purpose was to rid Lebanon of all foreign forces but "to tie the
Marines to our diplomatic goals is 'Mission Impossible.' "
Republic · Sen. Charles Mathias, Jr., who said the Marines'
mission has been a "symbolic presence," declared that "with the
latest events, that mission has evaporated.''
The solution now is to pull out the so-called peacekeeping
forces and send in a truly neutral United Nations group. Factions
in Lebanon fail to see the U.S. as a neutral party.
We know that our pull-out will not mean instant peace but
staying there is not creating peace, either. The safety and security
of our forces should be top priority. We· can only hope that the
warring· factions will tire and eventually control their own zones
under the guidance ot U.N. peacekeeping force~. then some sort
of compromise government can be worked Oi.H. Lebanon's
destiny has never pointed toward a unified nation and maybe
several provinct s under factional control will serve the region better.
Some feel the premature withdrawal of peacekeeping troops
will open the door for communist infiltration and instability in
the Middle East. Lebanon, however, has not had peace in 3,500
years and the fall of the Gemayel government will not cause the
infiltration of communism any further than it has already spread.
Syria is comfortable for now with their gained land and so is
Israel.
Both countries really do not want a showdown. Israel and
Syria already experienced a near confrontation over a year ago
when Israel had stormed in to clean out the PLO. Instead of
going to war, both sides agreed to pull back leaving the center of
Lebanon alone. Neither side wishes now to replay this scenario.
Obviously, the Middle East will not fall if the U.S. leaves in place
of aU .N. peacekeeping force.
Admittedly, the future of the current Lebanon looks bleak.
It looks even worse with the promise of more American losses.
The U.S. forces ate defeating their peacekeeping purpose by
posing as targets.

UOP summer.cyclist
concerned .with ·safety
Dawnella Gilzean
Guest Columnist

During this summer, I was one
of the many fortunate UOP students
who remained in Stockton. My sole
form of transportation was a bicycle
whose duty it was to transport me to
class in the morning, then to my job,
and back home again at night. I learned a Jot about riding a bike in the
city this summer ... and I think I learned the hard way. Early in August after aim ost being hit by a car several
times earlier in the summer, I was hit
by a Ford pick-up with a camper on
the back while riding in the bike lane
on Penhing Ave. The bike was a little
shaken up and so was I.
The Stockton city government
has tried very hard to promote bicycle
safety by having bike lanes or exceptionally wide streets so that cyclists
may use the streets. Also, the
Stockton police are concerned with
bi'cycle safety and freely offer classes
open to the public.
For many college students, the
bicycle is the only form of transportation. For the rest it is still used as
supplementary transportation as well
as recreation. The most important
thing to remember while riding your
bike is that any car could hit you and
it doesn't matter if you're in the bike
Jane or not.
The best thing to do is to play it

r

Letters to t e ditor
·Death to Alpha Phi Omega.frat
Dear Edit .
The ~ter read "Death to Alpha
Phi Omega" and hung in the University
Center for all to see. As President of
Alpha Phl Omega, National Service
Fratcmity here at UOP, my first reaction
was one of rage. How dare anyone say ,
that about my fraternity! And after I
had cabned down a bit, the "Death" of
Alpha Phi Omega seemed like a great
idea! It would certainly give me and
thirty other members of Alpha Phi
Omega here at UOP more time for
studying, socializing, and getting
acquainted with :nore of the opportunities here at UOP. But then I thought
if we weren't around as a Service
Organization, who would be the ones to
help out the people of our community?
Alpha Phi Omega is the only
organization at UOP whose primary
function is service: service I to the
Nation, service to our community, and
service to our campus. It would be fan-

ProfeSSOr Dash receives
respect from students

Dear Editor:
Being in possession of a C-alifornia
School Bus Driver's Certificate, l am
called on from time to time to drive local
high school students to band reviews all
over Northern California. I've found
my association with these young men
and women to be very rewarding.
Although they are loud and enthusiastic,
they are above all courteous and appreciative of the world given to them.
They come from middle to upper income homes and have a vast resource of
experiences to draw from: Little .awes
them .and they ~e not easily astorushed
by s1ze, magmtude, technology or
beauty, but take these in stride as part of
an everyday world.
~t Friday I had a different so~ of
expenence. I was called upon to drive a
group of H.E.P. (High
School
Equivalency) students .from UOP to the
Lawrence Hall of Science at Berkeley
~d then to ~ort Mason in San FranCJSC~ to a MeXIcan Art Musewn and on
to Pier 39 for some fun.
th~ young men and
Most
worn~ are hisparuc, and as a teach~ of
Spamsh I was able to commumcate
easily with them in both English and
Spanish. From the very first moment I
was introduced, they treated me with the
respect due to a professor as well as a
bus driver. They easily accepted my
request not to put their arms and heads
out the windows and showed concern to
keep the bus clean of litter during the
trip, which also included eating two box
lunches.

of

very, very safe. Look for cars, slow
down if a car is pulling out ahead of
you, and always asswne that the drive
does not see you ... chances are that he
does not. The best time to ride a bike
. is late in the morning, and afternoon.
A void the early morning and S:00
rush periods. It is also highly advisable to avoid riding a bicycle while
it is dark. It doesn't matter if you use
a light and reflectors, the average
motorist will not look for you much
less see you.
Stockton is a very busy city, contrary to the popular student opinion.
This keeps the streets full of cars and
the bicyclists also keep moving.
If you have a car, I urge you to
use extreme care white driving. Look
both directions before pulling out of
an exit and always look out for
bicyclists. Signal your planned route
and think about the bicyclist's
position. A bicycle does not offer the
protection a car does. an accident
between cars results in metal hitting
metal. An acCident between a car and
a bic)'::le becomes a power struggle of
metal versus human flesh. In
cases, the car will win, the person
·
lose.
Bicycle safety is not an issue to
be dealt with only by bicyclists, but
by everyone. A bicycle accident is a
painful and terrifying experience.
This summer, I was lucky. The same
day another boy lost his life.

all

tastic if we didn't have to do things like
work with the YWCA's Afterschool
Program, paint at the Stockton
Children's Home, stop traffic for the
Stockton Marathon or p~ovide . an
evening of entertainment and mteract1on
with a group of senior citizens. It would
be wonderful if organizations like
Aloha Phi Omega, Rotary, Kiwanis,
and Uons didn't have to exist. It
would be tremendous if Alpha Phi
Omega could die, if we weren't needed,
and if the people would freely give of their
time.and energy to work together to improve their world. Unfortunately, I
don't see that happening in the near
future, and until then, service
organizations like Rotary, Lions,
Kiwanis, and Alpha Phi Omega must
survive-survivie while we work toward
their obsolescenoe...toWard their death.
Yes, death to Alpha Phi Omega and life
to the establishment of a concerned and

OUR POLICY
I

The most rewarding part, however,
was observing their awe at such things as
the San Francisco/ Oakland Bay Bridge,
the skyscrapers of the city; the Ocean going baits and the sheer beauty of the San
Francisco Hay. In the Lawrence Hall of
Science they were very orderly and explored the new world of science and the
atom. Their social interaction was a
thing of beauty. They willingly shared a
stereo player as requested by an instructor, ~owed true ~ for a lost
member of the group and generally
looked after one another with true care.
. Although their outward appearance IS somewhat different than my other
group of high school students and their
language often less polished their
human respect and concern ~ very
much the predominating element of
their interaction.
I guess what I want to say is that I
found that this indeed is a very special
group of students:
High
School
dropouts who have decided to drop in
agam and who are inwardly just as rich
as those students from the band. They
are outwardly anxious to learn and will
learn. They will probabl
be th
presidents of ffiM
Y not
e
oertainly will be con':rib~' but they
members of our econo~tmg ~d useful
of life. I am ind
Y an our way
richer for hav'm eed, very much the
them for the ~ m~ ~em and than~
driver.
po umty to be therr

0

Sincerely,
Robert Dash
Professor,of Sp~sh

canng commuruty m Stockton
UOP ·

analllll::"~"~~~~"~~~::~~-i

Alpha Alpha XI
Alpha
National Service

Teachers needed
Dear Editor:
Let me write th is Jetter
am very much concerned about
will one day be the teachers of
children and mv grandchildren.
We are on a brink of a
ag_e of qualified teachers as
teachers retire, as the baby
"echo" reaches our primary
and as the people that once pre~':'
for teaching t urn now tcrprofessions.
Mathematics
and
teachers are already in short
English teachers, nearly so.
music, and language teachers
needed in increasing numbers
schools tighten their
requirements and politicians
the poverty of California's
schools.
If your goals demand high
come, read no further. But if
would not mind living a life
dependent upon h igh levels
disposable income, but
equivalent satisfaction gained
working with and helping
people, and if you like acad~
time off for travel and
not overlook teaching as a
career.
This University has long
known for preparing
teachers. Today, however,
enough individuals of suitable
tial are choosing to become
I do not want the next
children to face teachers just
off the streets .
Part of my job is to inform
counsel students from all parts of
University about preparation
teaching. You can talk to rne
Education 103 or phone
Our graduates are assured of
licensed in any of 38 states.
procedures for credentialing
flexibility uniquely among
colleges but msist upon
cases. Seniors and
students have excellent --·"" 11' 1 "'"'~
for teaching; undeclared majors
examine an . unusual number of
tions.

The Pacifican

Dan Sousa

The Pacifican is published
eve~y F~iday by students of the
Um~erslly of_ the Pacific, except
durmg vacation periods. Comments from Pacijican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and letters to the editor are limited to 250
words and should be submitted in
typed form by 5 p.m. Tuesday to
the Pacifican, Jrd floor North
Hall..The Pacifican staJ/reserves
the r1_ght to edit all submitted
matenal. Editorial comments
.reflect the views of the Pacifican
board, unless signed.
.~taff Members of the
Pa~iftca~ can be reached at
of the Pacific
Umverslly
Stockton,
California
9521 j
(209)946-2114.
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Do you enjoy writing? Would
you like to see your literary efforts in
print~ C~lliope, UOP's literary
maganne, 1s presently accepting submissions for its 1984 edition due to
come out some time in April.
The Calliope accepts works from
all UOP stude!lts and faculty. Submissions can mclude poetry, short
&:don. and one-act plays. lhis year penand-ink drawings and black and
white photographs will also be accep-
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AAB receives results
The
results
from
275
Athletic/Cultural Activities Surveys
which ran in the Oct. 28 issue of The
Pacifican will be presented to the
Athletic Advisory Board (AAB) at their
meeting next Thursday.

By Kelly Olsen

The CAA will ' make the refuts
available to the campus community
early sometime next week.
The Paclfican will publish complete results of the Athletic Cultural
Activities Survey in next week's paper.
"We are real pleased with the
response," said. Harloe, "It indicates
a lot of student and faculty interest."
The survey was met with a strong
response from students and faculty
with a lot of Intercollegiate Athletes
answering, according to Harloe.
The survey's seems to be a pretty
representative sample," said Harloe.
"The data is real interesting and we
hope that people will find interesting.
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Pacific
Update
Epoch
The 1984 Epoch yearbook is
on sale through Friday, November
18th! The 18th is absolutely the
last day you can order a yearbook.
Since you don't want to miss out -look for sales tables in the University Center at noontime, in the
dining halls, at ASUOP, and at
Registration. It's easy to order -you can charge it!!

Varsity band

~01'\tt

EC.E PT/Vf

Dr. Dave Goedecke has initiated sign-ups for students interested in playing in the Basketball Band for Men's Varsity home
games. Sign-up lists are posted on
the Conservatory Bulletin Board
and in the Band Room, Music D.
Call 946-2416 for answers to
questions regarding the band.. A
small grant-in-aid is given and m-struments are furnished, ti
necessary. Sign-ups close on
November 18th.
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Study Abroad

~M-7
"BUDS" Ice Cream from
San Francisco

Eloise Biscoe, the Admissions
Counselor from College Semester
Abroad (Experiment in International
Living) will be coming to UOP to
talk to students who are interested in
going abroad next year. The informational meeting will be held at the
Bechtel International Center on
November 17th at 12:00 noon.
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Sandwiches
Soups-Salads-Meats
Cheeses-Deli

MICRO

Discussion Group

SIZE

Breakfast ServP.d 8:00-1 HJO nm

TAPE

RECORDER

2FOR1
CHICKEN SANDWICH

~
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Purchase 1 Chicken Sandwich
at regular price and
receive the second one FREE

I

- -.. --:.:.::".J r:'

$59.98

Limit one coupon per person
Sorry for 'lny Inconvenience#:.
caused by this error

Expires 11/18/83
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rystal spr,ngs
health world

with the Kirkwood Kard.
For a one-time investment of only $5, you can
purchase a Kirkwood Kard that lets you ski
Kirkwood any day, all season long• for only
$15 a day! That's a savings of $10 off the retail
card price of $15.
As an extra bonus, if you purchase the Kirkwood Kard prior to December 23rd, you can
ski your first day for only $10!
Simply show a val id student body card at the
Main Lodge Ticket Office when you buy your
Kirkwood Kard.

UOP Students & Staff
month to month programs
20.00 per month
no Int. fee, no contract

Join Today

,~

Students,
ski Kirkwood ·for only
$15 a day
-

co-ed physical fitness center
Now Offers
• Pool
•Sauna
•Steam
•Spa
•Aerobic
Classes
. •Wight
Loss
•Body
Building

-·-·-.;__....... .__

llnl.,...~llv llnnk. ~fuN•

Morality in a technological
world is the general theme for a
series of weekly discussions at the
University of the Pacific.
Planned for every Monday
from 2 to 3:30pm, the program is
being arranged in Olson Hall by
the Physics Department and
Society of Physics Students.
Topics are not set in advance and
discussion usually centers around
current issues.
The programs are open to
both the campus and Stockton
community.

..

·except Dec. 26-31

1212 E. Hamm'3r LtJne, Next to Zodys
133'

Williarn~~ca~
Profes or of

n

Stockton
5757 PACIFIC AVE.
951·8827
Hours: M-F 9-8 Sat. 9·7
Sun. 11-4

.
David FarloW
Art~lgn

Len Breakfield
BiH Simoni
602 E. Market
Stockton.. Calif.

The Shamrock
In association with the
5th Rank NCAA UOP
lADIES Tiger Softball Team.

3r;:cio

Ro e ManeL·rn.a
Thomas 1
R cnel Bross
Kari •rate ·
L . Granicher

~lsa Forrest

Joyce sarno

caroll"

B rbaraMaC b
John aert~~er

Donna Holzh

oonahue

~~

466-56~78

466-5679

TRY IT! YOIJ'LL LIKE IT!

productl_oa

10"

. 13"

16"

Large

X-Large

2 Topping

Med.
$4.85

$7.00

$8.45

3 Topping

5. 75

7.80

9.75

The Shamrock

6.15

8.40

10.75

Veggie

6.00

8 .00

9.45

16 oz.
Pepsi
Pepsi Light
Sprite
Or'ange
·Rootbeer
Ice Tee

Choice of Toppings
Salami

Pepperoni

.50

Olives
Onions

Mushrooms
Anchovies

and Pineapple & Ham

<II

:.

P.O. Box 1
Kirkwood, CA 95646
(209) 258-6000

"•..
"..
...."
..4

[ftKIRKWOOD]

957-9653

"
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"Eat 'Em Up"
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ENTERTAINMENT
Feature
Update
Choral group to sing
The University of the Pacific's
Women's Chorus will present a
recital on Sunday, Nov. 13 at 3
pm in the Conservatory of Music
Auditorium.
The program will be open to
the public without charge and
feature music ranging' from
Eilglish Renaissance madrigals to
highlights from the Broadway
musical "A Chorus Line."
Dr. William Dehning of the
Conservatory faculty will direct
the 45-voice chorus that is comprised of students
from
throughout the university.

Mingo gives humorous look at Spuds
By Karen Leong
Starr Writer

It no longer suffices to call a prolonged
television
viewer · a
"vegetable". In a tongue-in-cheek
paperback by Jack Mingo, the
vegetable has been classified into two

distinct types that more aptly reflect a
television viewer: a couch potato and
couch tomato.
Among the many positive aspects to, The Official Couch Potato
Handbook, is its attention to detail.
The author covers both relevant and
irrelevant material related to

DISCussion

Opera Programs
Two dramatic operas, Dido and
Aeneas and The Outcasts of Poker
Flat, will be presented at University
of the Pacific on November 17-20.
The Drama Department and
Conservatory of Music are combining forces for the major production in the Long Theatre. Performances are scheduled for 8:00 p.m.
on Nov 17, 18, &19, plus a 2:30
matinee on November 20th. Contact
the box office at 946-2474 for ticked
information and reservations.

t

.

Martha Davis goes from married
·usewife to rock singer of Motels
band. And along with her job, she
found plenty of success and fame.
With The Motels, she has released
four albums, the most recent one
being Little Robbers.
After playing in local clubs in
the Los Angeles area and building ·
a strong following, The Motels
signed a recording contract with
Capitol records. In 1979, they
released the album The Motels,
followed by Careful in 1980.
These albums made their
reputation in Los Angeles and all
over California even stronger, but
they failed to get national attention
and airplay. Overall, they were
still a California band trying to
break nationally. However, the
tables turned right after the release
of their third album, All Four One,
released in 1982. Not only did this
album give them national
recognition, it made them international superstars practically
overnight. All Four One shot to
1 the top of the charts as well as the
song
''Only
The
classic
Lonely."There were ott.er very
popular songs on this record, like
"Mission of Mercy", "Take The
L," and "Forever Mine".
Altogether, this album was considered a classic by most critics.
The Motels'latest release, Littie Robbers, Ilas a very difficult
task to accomplish in that it must
continue the success of the band as
the follow-up_ to the band's best
record. It has already produced a
top 40 hit, "Suddenly Last Summer." The album also has gone up
on the charts. Nevertheless, Little

Art exhibition
"Images and Expressions" is
the title of an exhibition by
Stockton artist John TeSelle that is
scheduled for Nov. 7-18 at University of the Pacific.
The show in the University
Center Gallery will include pencil
sketches, acrylic paintings and
mixed media.
The exhibition will be sponsored by the ASUOP UPBEAT •
Fine Arts Committee.

h tomato)
men were the. "unsung heros or
couch potato (and a couch potato'~
couch potato."· Some of the
and progresses to a co~.c h 1· elude·
the book includes:The first
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1 · ·
Th~ tel"'' :m t r:via F0u nd in,
aspects .of t~ evlslond
. The Official Couch Potato HandJack Mmgo s seco~ n:n'"•'."""L
book,
ha' , , 11 k ~ 011 i>r 11.l~' T.
couch potatos and IS worth Its
rarnsworth Ueorge Munsey, Gubert
price.
Swanson, ar~d Charles Sopkin . These (courtesy of Capra Press.)

television Along with the diverse
subject m~tter covered by Mingo are
humorous Sketches by Robert' Armstrong. The Official Couch Potato
Handbook, however, is not merely a
sophisticated comic book, it is a
television trivia book as well.
The book begins by defining a

The Motels
Little Robbers
Capitol
What does the typical
housewife in her early thirties with
two kids do right after she gets
divorced from her husband?
Usually, she will get any job she
can just to make it through life.
And, most likely those jobs are
secretarial or any other office
position. But not Martha Davis,
the lead singer and main
songwriter for the rock group The
Motels. Davis did make an attempt
at those common jobs mentioned after her marriage
dissolved. Not being too successful at them, she decided to
move from Berkeley to Los
Angeles to find a job.. Not only
did she find a job, but she also
found one of the most unusual
jobs for a recently divorced
mother; a singer in a rock and roll

Robbers is a weak follow-up. It
doesn't have the musical quaJity
that the previous album did. The
Motels tried to copy the songs to
make them sound like the songs on
All Four One. Yet, although the
new album may not be half as
good as its predecessor, Lltde
Robbers is a fair album all around.
The lyrics are interesting, the beat
is danceable, and the bands ability
to perform gets better and better
with every album.
"Suddenly Last Summer" is a
song that reminds the listener of
last year's hit "Only The Lonely,"
yet it has some distinct features
that the other song didn't have.
"Little Robbers,,. the title track, is
also a very - unique song on the
album. A couple of other songs,
like "Remember The Nights," and
"Footsteps" are also structural
carbon copies of songs from the
previous album. Yet they have differences in them, like a slower
tempo, or different instruments
used in them so that they have individuality.
The album Little
Robbers is going to have a tough
time reaaching the success that All
Four One achieved as many copies
as the others. However, for a
Motels fan, this album should offer plenty of fun, danceable music
typical of Martha Davis and The
Motels. Little Robbers, as mentioned before, may be a bad follow
up album to All Four One, but it is
a good, complete album that will
offer the listener plenty of music to
listen and dance to. (courtesy of
Record Factory)
Christian Parks

WAKEUP
AND SEE!

EXTEND
WEAR
CONTACT
LENSES
NOW MANY PEOPLE A'RE ABLE
lOBE FIT WI fH THIS TYPE
OF VI ~'ION CORRECTION, INCLUDING PEOPLE WHO
AR~ N ~1\RSIGHTED, FARSIGHTED AND PEOPLE WITH
ASTIGMATISM.
~

CONSULTATION ON THIS OR ANY OTHER CONTACT LENS
QUESTION ALWAYS AVAILABLE. ·
STUDENTS SHOULD ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL FEES.

Stephen L. Pollack, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry

,.

1701 W. March La·ne

951-~020

PREVIEW THANKSGIVING
IN THE UNIVERSITY
CENTER FOOD SERVICES

In the SU~1IT and the RATHSKELLER
a mini Thanksgiving Dinner with
all of the trimmings - roast turkey,
stuffing, cranberry sauce, mashed
potatoes and gravy, and more ••• $2.50

and

In the REDWOOD ROOM enjoy
a full buffet with
Soupe du Jour
Salad Bar
Cornish Game Hen w/Stuffing
Sour Cream Mashed Potatoes
Glazed Carrots
Fresh Bake Shop Rolls
Pumpkin Pie or Vanilla
Ice Cream w/Strawberries
Marnier
Beverage

Buffet - $3.50
~~~

n & Salad Bar - $2.95

'

.
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SWEEPSTAKES
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M~~t!!~es ,~u~s look at space program

e. sto? content should not be taken
..
1 hesitate. only briefly to call The ' m . ~~ector Ph1hp Kaufman
ampu ates the audience just as the
Right Stuff propaganda. Possibly a
J)etter description of the movie would seve~ men chosen as astronauts were
be to classify it as a farce and a . m~mpulated on. screen. This movie
comedy. By using these harsh terms 1 as s some senous questions and .
don't mean to imply The Right Stuff pres;nts. some dou~tful answers. I
is a l:Bd movie. Animal House was a don t th1nk .any aud1ence will accept
farce and a comedy, but it was enter- . that. the Umted States government is
taining. Not only was The Right Stuff too mane to choose the best possible
men for the space program. 1 also
entertaining, but it was well made.
don't believe our first astronauts were
The Right Stuff combines actual mere monkies at the mercy of the
footage, substantial symbolism and space program scientist.
wit together with a brilliant technical
. Lending to the doubt that .the
combination of superb directing, ac- nght men. were chosen for the space
ting and cinematography. How_~er, program 1s the key underlying the
Entertainment Editor

5

enob~ y,

story line. Constant flashbacks to test
pilot Chuck Yeager (Sam Shepard)
indicates .that he was passed up in
sharing the glory of the space
program because he was too sure of
himself, too difficult to manipulate.
These nameless, faceless test pilots
were played up as having the "right
stuff," the courage, and tenacity to
explore the dangerous limits of space
and speed. On the· other hand, these
were the test pilots who were invited

Castro defends Marcos
By Amy Lawrence
Staff Writer

The assassination of Filipino
Senator Benigno Aquino set off events
addressed by Mr. Angelo Castro ·at
the World on Wednesday discussion
this week.
Castro works at the Philippine
Consulate in San Fralj.cisco. He is a
likeable man who has learned to capture his audience with a friendly smile
and an opening joke.
Castro was impeccably dressed;
although it seems his.greatest asset is
his easygoing appearance and kind
facla'l features. In fact, he explained
that President Marcos used to call
him Angelos, because he has "such a
serenre face." Obviously Castro has
done well for himself since he
graduated from Boston University
with a degree in Public Communication.
Castro's talk was smooth,
almost soothing. He told his Bechtel
Center audience about the great
following that Senator Aquino had
before his assassination; about

ANASA press conference .from the new mCNie, .. The Right Stuj]:"
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to
chalJenge
the
rigorous
examinations which would determine
if they were fit to survive in space. All
of the seven chosen men were
physically fit to go into space, but they
also had the quality of being easily
led, except astronaut John Glenn.
Tbe Right Stuff is a high quality
entertaining movie which I highly
recommend for those peorle who do
· not take it seriously.
~a&' a1ih

Aquino's charisma, brilliance, and
prominence in Filipino politics.
· In an interview with Bill Moyers
on CBS before his death, Senator
Aquino said he feared for his death by
one of four sources: 1) President
Marcos, because of the rivalry between them; 2) the military; 3) Communists; and 4) his own people/supporters who might want to make him
a martyr to the cause.
"When Aquino Teturned to the
Philir.pines," Castro explained, "he
had the best interest of his country in •
mind ... to prevent the take over of the
Communists, should Marcos die."
Marcos was, at the time, rumored to
have been on his death bed.
"To point tlw finger at President
Marcos (as bein~~; responsible for
Aquino's death) is rather unfair;"
Castro remarked, "I urge you to
follow the American standard of 'innocent until proven guilty'."
Since the senator's death there
have been "mildly violent riots and
demonstrations," according to
Castro. For this reason President
Reagan's planned trip to the Philippines was re-routed to Japan.
Castro related Reagan's decision
to that of Eisenhower in 1960. He
explained that Eisenhower decided
not to go to Tokyo, because of the
demonstrations that were going on
there at the time. Castro believes that
"There would have been demonstrations, but he would have been
safe."
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City limits
By Chris Bertsch
Staff Writer

· It's Friday afternoon and the weekend is here. You did it again! You
successfully made it through the week, but it wasn't easy. The hours
spent burying yourself in books preparing for the exam in calculus and
the biology quiz topped the list of demands placed on yo_u.
.
Now it's time to take a break and relax. A late Fnday afternoon 1s
the time that many nearby restaurants start their "Happy Hour."
Not far from campus on March Lane five popular restaurants,
located within a few hundred yards from each other, otler many bargain
cocktails along with free hors d'oeuvres.
El Torito is probably one of the most popular lounges for UOP
students. Famous for their $1.50 margaritas, which come in eight different flavors, they also offer a variety of Mexican st.yle ~ors d'oeuvres
including chips and salsa, mini tacos, tostadas, and rehsh d1shes.
Happy hour runs trom4-7:00 pm·, Monday through Friday. If you
get a second wind later that night, you can come back at lO pm. The fun
starts again and lasts until closing time.

•
''the many Happy Hours zn
·Stockton''

With pictures and other unusual ·items covering the walls and a
huge stuffed gorilla swinging on a swing overhead, you won't get bored
looking at the scenery in the Luigi Murphy's Bar. This Irish-Italian Cafe
has its happy hour fr-oin 4-7:00 pm, Monday through Friday. Bottled
beers and well drinks are from $1.10 to $1.35. Free hors d'oeuvres include hotdogs, meatballs, tortilla chips, and many more. The food varies
daily.
Wednesday is a special night for the ladies. Appetizers are one-half
off and margaritas are$. 75 all night long.
For the beer drinkers, Shannon's and Marie Callender's restaurants
have great deals on beer. Shannon's happy hour, from 3:30-5:30 pm, has
$.50 draft beer and $1.00 bottled beer, while Marie Callender's happy
hour offers 22 ounce scooners of beer for $1.00 from 4-6:00 pm.
Both of these restaurants have a wide variety of hot and cold hors
d'oeuvres, including chicken, meatballs, quiche, popcorn, and fresh
vegetables, varying day to day.
The Black Angus has always been a popular restaurant and nightclub to many. Their 4-7:00 pm happy hour has $1.00 beers and $1.25 well
drinks with complementary salads and other hot foods.
These are just a few of the many "Happy Hours" in Stockton. Try
them! Take an afternoon off and enjoy the food and drinks while
relaxing and conversing with friends.

6
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SPORTS
Rosselli
Raps
By Dave Rosselli
SportJ Editor

TIQ9IS ready m defend No. 1
"The 1983 Wendy's Classic could very well be the finest
collegiate volleyball tournament ever played in history."
Those were the words that came from head volleyball coach
Terry Liskevych. Indeed a very powerful statement, but one
that can hardly be refuted.
The ladies enter the tournament as the number one
ranked team in the nation. Their competition does not by
any means dr<?P off. The number two ranked Wahinees from
Hawaii will entertain the Spanos Cen,ter crowd, along with
number three ranked UCLA and number five ranked Stanford. (The Cardinals have been the only team to defeat
Pacific this year.)
"This tournament is just incredible," said mentor Terry
Liskevych. "Four out of the top five teams in the nation are
competing in the event including last years champion
Hawaii." In terms of strengths and weaknesses Hawaii and
Pacific should move into the finals as they did a year ago,
although UCLA ranked third will put up an incredible fight.
The Tigers march into this tournament in much better
positon than they did a year ago. In addition to having the
number one ranking and an incredible 29-1 reward behind
them, there are several other reasons why the ladies will be
the 1983 Wendy's Classic victors. 1) The Tigers have the
same team they had a year ago with the exception of one year
xperience and maturing. During that one year, (which
ded NCAA regionals), the ladies have developed a great
dtal of confidence. A year of working together and communicating with each other is invaluable to the team. 2) The
ladies have improved dramatically on their defense. You
might even say that what at one time was their weakness, is
now their strength. It is very evident that the Tigers were
well aware of their defensive breakdown a year ago and have
made it a priority to work on it. 3) Offensively the Tigers
are very well distributed in ·terms of their outside hitters.
Lisa Franco has done a tremendous job this year and
Theresa Boyle is having the best year of her young career. 4)
The ladies are much better conditoned. A well conditioned
team is a successful team and the Tigers are more committed
than ever to their program. The conditioning includes 6 a.m.
training almost on a regular daily basis including late after·
noon workouts ..
The Tigers are in the best position ever to sweep through
Wendy's, tangle with Cal in NorPac competition and get on
to business with the,NCAA regionals, which by the way, will
be held right here at the Spanos Center on December 9th and
lOth. As far as Hawaii is concerned, Liskevych is anxiously
waiting for the opportunity to compete with them.
Hawaii is a great team, they were definitely off when
they competed in the NIVT. We want to play Hawaii
because it will be a great game. We have a lot of respect for
their coaching staff."
This will be the 5th annual Wendy's Classic and the
Ti~ers h~ve ~e~ to defe,at Hawaii in Wendy's competition,
losmg twtce m 81 and 82. You can bet that the winner between number one Pacific and number two Hawaii will deservedly be the number one team in the nation.

HOME WITHOUT
A HITCH
Begin your holiday as soon as you set
foot on Amtrak's San Joaquin. No worry
over last minute weather, an alllng auto, or
friends whose plans change at the last
minute.
Riding the San Joaquin Is the easy way to
travel home. No reservations are needed, and
one of our frequent dally departures Is just right
for your travel plans- Bay Area, Los Angeles, or
one of the stops between. Ride the San Joaquin
as the first part In your trip home to Northern or
Southern California - connections are easy to
make.
You can do as much - or as little - as you please
aboard Amtrak's trains: stretch out and watch the
scenery, read a good book, sleep, or have a sandwich
and drink In the snack bar.
When you reach journey's end, you'll be relaxed, not
beat.
For San Joaquin Information and fares, see your campus
travel agent, or call Amtrak toll-free, 1·800-USA·RAIL.

· p erfect in league
Boylewerenamedtothe_,.um~•·
V 0 IIey b aII remain
(continuedf;om page 1)
tomorrow night at 7:30 pm. The
probable starting line-up for UOP
will be junior Jan Saunders (setter),
junior Eileen Dempster (middle
blocker), junior Robin Burns (middle
blocker), junior Lisa Franco (outside
hitter), sophomore Therese Boyle
(outside hitter) and sophomore Julie
Maginot (outside hitter).
UCLA, 35-4, will be entering the
tourney looking to avenge a 15-12,
16-14 loss they suffered to the Tigers
in the semi-finals of the NIVT last
weekend.
•'UCLA is as good as they have
been the past three years, if not better," said Liskevych.
One of the nation's best outside
attacks, Liz Masakayan (.300 hitting
pet., 340 kills), and Patty Orozco
(.330 hitting pet., 382 kills) will lead
the Bruins along with middle blocker
Merja Connolly (.325 hitting pet.,
249 kills).
Hawaii, the defending champion
of the past two Wendy's Classics, will
face the Stanford Cardinals in the
opening match tomorrow night at
5:30pm. Hawaii defeated UOP in the
finals last year 15-7, 15-11, 12-15, 1115, 15-4.
"If we get the opportunity to
play Hawaii, it will be a good test for
us because Hawaii always seems to
rise to the occasion in the big
match,'' said Liskevych.
Hawaii, 22-2, was the topranked team in the nation until they
suffered defeats to USC (#4) and
Arizona State (#17) in the NIVT. The
Rainbow Wahines will be led by
senior All-American Deitre Collins.
Collins (.370 hitting pet., 147 kills),
described by Liskevych as "perhaps
the most dominant player in

MVP ·
volleyball," was the tourney's
the past two times.
"Stanford is a scrappy team that
can beat anyone," said Liskevych.
"They've been struggling a little bit
since they beat us, but don't expect it
to last."
The Cardinals, 13-3, handed UOP
its only loss this season 18-20, 15-12,
12-13, 15-6 in a match played at Stanford. The Cardinals: who have lost
twice this season to Hawaii, will be
led by sophomore Kim Oden (.373
hitting pet., 324 kills).
The losers of tomorrow night's
match will meet for third place Sunday at 3 pm while the championship
will begin at 5 pm. Tickets for students can be purchased at the University
Box Office or at the door the days of
the tournament.

to put them in the quarterfinals.
Cal (#16) fell next in th~ quarters
15-9 15-4 UOP then fimshed off
UCLA 15--12 16-14, while USC was
the other
' .. ·
beating Hawan 10
·
'f' 1 UOP then ended thetr
. USC once
semt ma s.
perfect tourney by beatmg
ap;ain 15-10, 15-9.
d
Besid~s Dempster' Saunders an

team.

Ttaer Notes

Tuesday, Nov. 8vs.USF
The Tigers romped by USF 15-0,
15-6, 8-15, 15-1 in a weak warm-up
for Wendy's. The Tigers lost the third
game while starting players who normally don't start and experimenting
with some new plays. Dempster had 9
kills for the Tigers.

Fri., Sat., Nov. 4, 5 at NIVT
UOP didn't lose a game as they
won their second straight UCLANIVT Tournament. Dempster led the
Tigers with 8 kills and 1 block shots
against USC in the championship
match. Dempster was named the
tourney's MVP.
The Tigers opened Friday by
defeating Illinois State 15-7, 15-4 and
Texas A&M 15--8, 15-3. Saturday
UOP beat Wyoming 15-6, 15-9 and
then finished off USC 17-15, 1S-6

N.J. V. T. All Tournament Team Member Jan Saunders and M. V.P.

Dempster go up for the block during the finals against USC at
Pavillion.

Season draws to close, Tigers 2-7
Dave Rosselli
SportJ Editor

Under partly cloudy skies and a
wind chill factor that brought the
reported 60-degree temperature down
to near freezing~ · the Pacific football
squad lost their eighth game of the
season last Sltf.Urday to the· NevadaReno Wo1fpack, 34-24.
The defeat marks the second
time this year that Pacific has failed
to pick up a victory against a division
1-AA school. (Idaho marked the first
time). The Tigers, who are still
looking for their 300th career victory,
may have to wait until next year to do
it. San Jose State will be the Tigers'
next opponent and has a lead in
the series between the two teams oy a
margin of 31-20. The Tigers will close
out the season in Hawaii and have not
enjoyed much success in those parts
either.
"San Jose is the best team.we've
faced since West Virginia," said head
coach Bob Cope. "They are solid
defensively (second in the nation
against the rush) and have a lot of
people on offense that can hurt you,"
he added. "The Spartans have a good
line and an excellent running game to
supplement their outside speed. Offensively, they pose as many
problems as any team we've seen."
The man to watcft for the Tigers
in this one is Kirby Warren. Warren,
who is 192 yards shy of Dick Bass' all
time single season rushing record
(1361}, will be coming off a 165-yard
performance against Nevada-Reno
and has now moved into the fifth slot
in overall rushing, averaging 116.9
yards a game.

If the Tigers hope to pick up
their 300th career victory, they're
going to have to play a flawless game
and hope that San Jose State's second
rated defense has an off night. Kickoff scheduled for tomorrow evening
is at 7:00 in San Jose Spartan
Stadium.

point away from cracking the all-time single
season top ten in scoring... Art Liebscher (1953)
Is currently tenth wltb 61 points...If nerythlng
stays on coune, Warren should set the record
for the most carries to a season ... His total of
240 is only one behind Mitchell True's second

Tiger Notes
•
Kirby Warren Is closing in on many UOP
records ...With last week's 165 yard performance ... He Is now fifth oo the all·tlme slogle
season list as his total of 11169 put him ahead
of Mitchell True (1,165) ... His total Is only 30
yards behind fourth place Bruce Gibson
(1,199) ... 139 behind third place Willard
Harrell (1,308) ... 150 behind Harrell's second
place total (1,319) alld 192 behind Dick Bass's
flnt place total of 1,361...Warren Is only one

c

place total (241) and l6 behind Bruce
school record :Z76...He Is currently lOth
with Don Hardey (1948) and Mltcbell
(1972) In single season rushing TD'a
JO ...C•eer wise, be passed Don HanleJ
50), aod Gary BlackweU (1979-I:Z).

8 I c e Creams
lJni~ersity Plaza
luo/o Discount to students

and Staff
Delivery Service - $2 min.

Fresh Pies
Full lunch
35 flavors
Ice cream
Big Olaf cones

,.........................................................................,...
~ s11 p?s~x
.STUDENT
473-1890

,.~

5

SPECIAL

Reg.$20.00

INCLUDES:
Offer Expires 11-30-83

Large original pizza of your
choice, 4 salads, from our

Not good with any other discounted offer.

UPBEAT
Lectures Committee presents
·

. ·-((AN EVENING WITH
WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.''
Tuesday, November 15 8·00
Uop Conservatory of M '. . p.m.
us1c Auditorium
General Admission: $5.00
ASUOP: $2.00
Tickets go on sal 0

e ctober 17

at the UOP Box Office at Long

Theater- 946-2474
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SPORTS

P~IK~!!.!!. Tro~nced by Cal; Prepare for PCAA Tourney
Staff Writer

The University o f the Pacific
polo squad will close out the
season tomorrow morning as
- -·"""'"w'm play host to UC Davis in
of a home crowd in an 11 :00
_,.f'ron1tat~lon at the Tiger pool. The
"Polo Tigers" will be looking
the Davis game as a tune-up for
week's PCAA Championship
1'nurna:mctln in Long Beach. It will be
last opportunity to prepare themfor the PCAA's, which will
.........,.,,,., whether or not they'll get a
the NCAA Tournament the
week. " We need a big
, said Tiger goalie Mike Ennis.
.
to tr a d

now, he ad?ed.
h UOP will enter the contest with
t e 14th ranked Aggies with a 13-12
m~rk after split~ing last weekend's
pau of ga~es Wtth Santa Clara and
Cal. The Ttgers trounced Santa Clara
at home 12-4 on Friday • but the
Golden Bears of Cal proved to be
mu.ch too gol.d~n for the Tigers as Cal
whtpped Pactftc 9-5.
Saturday, November 5th
UOP at Cal-Berkeley
Quite frankly, Pacific's Tigers
w~re just never in the game. The
Ttger defense was the primary victim
of the number one rated Bears, as Cal
~rocee?ed to score four goals in the
ftrs~ five minutes of the opening

air. UOP managed two goals of their
own in the first but trailed 4-2 at the
gun.
'
At the half, it was. 5-2, and after
three, it was 8-3 with UOP's only goal
during that stretch at :03 left in .the
third. The Tigers added two in the
fourth by Peter Galli and Mike
Haley, but Haley's came with :00
showing on the clock and was
meaningless as far as the outcome
was concerned.
After the game, Tiger coach
Dennis Nugent said, "The thing we
have to do now is not to let this
bother us and go after the PCAA's."
" I couldn't figure out the Cal
game. We seemed very flat," Nugent
later responded. "Physically, Cal just

La;t g~unek p;oves·b~T;t t~;ofi~id h~~k~\t....
to

UOP's:~~~~ the year ;~ou~ to
err
game 0
e
m a 2-1 loss. to 11th rank~d <?al
,..,,••lr.~levcl~st Fnday ·d T~~ ~mnft_ng
a ~~s s~ore wtt JUSt tve
•~!COn..,asrematmn~ m t~e gam~.
,
We couldn t beheve wed lost,
head coach Carla.K?net.
Cal needed the wm m order to.go
to the NCAA playoffs, whtch
tomorrow.
scored first in the game on a
corner. UOP's freshman,
Lisa Bocchino followed up

with a goal on an assist from senior
Lisa Harrison.
Going into the second half with a
1-1 tie, UOP was confident and
dominated the play.
"It looked like we were going to
get another goal," Konet said. "We
had them on the ropes.''
Then in the last thirty seconds of
the game, goalie Cindy Norling (who
had 12 saves and her best game all
season) stopped a penalty corner
from becoming a goal. But five
seconds before the final

put one in to win the game.
" We have a super nucleus of a
team. What they've learned is invaluable ...At one point in the Cal
game, we had nine freshmen and
sophomores playing. Using that as a
measurement , we did really well.
Look out forUOP in 19841"
Luci Lagrimas, the team's standout halfback, was selected to the
NorPac All-Conference team thts
week. She will take part in a game
against the 1984 Olympic hockey
team on Nov 22 at u .C.Berkeley.

Fr h Pies

ulllunch
35 flavors

to get back in it, things just didn't go
right; trte just didn't capitalize when
we needed to, I 0 he commented.
One aspect of the Tiger's up and
down weekend that was consistent
though, was the play of Ennis.
Despite allowing nine goals against
Cal, the Tiger netminder recorded
twelve saves. Combined with his ten
against Santa Clara, the AllAmeriCan accumulated 22 over the
wtekend, giVing him 212 on the
season.
. . With the help of Ennis' consistency in the goal, and a little more
team pl~y and enthusiasm from the
rest of the Tigers, UOP will enter next
week's PCAA Tourney ready to earn

(

a bid to the NCAA's the following
week, also in Long Beach. The Tigers
must finish first or second in the
PCAA to have any realistic hopes of
a bid, and that would mean knocking
off either #2 Long Beach or #4 UC Irvine, an unreachable task thus far for
the Tigers. It will most likely come
down to three teams for the last bid:
USC, Stanford, or Pacific. UOP is 21 against USC and has outscored
them 27-26, while UOP is 1-2 against
Stanford, but holds a 19-18 point advantage. Basically, the Tigers' future
depends on their performance at the
PCAA Tourney. If they fail to finish
first or second, who knows what will
happen?

Golf ends fall season
. By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

Ken Earle got his golf game back
this week as he claimed a four shot
victory over three others in the
Southwestern Intercollegiate at North
Ranch C.C. November 7 and 8. Tiger
Jeff Wilson tied for sixth with Brad
Penfold iri eleventh.
Arizona State won the team
competition by six strokes over
Brigham Yo\ang. Pacific finished in
seventh position, two strokes behind
Fresrio State.
Play for the rust day, scheduled
for 36 holes, was in jeopardy because
of a two hour fog delay. But the use
of golf cam,: a tare, if not a first, occurance in college golf, allowed the 75
players·to barely finish before dark.
Earle, at one point six under par,
opened. with a 68 and a two shot
margin over Robert Meyer, BYU, at
70. Wilson opened with a 71 with
Penfold in at 72.
Another 68. by Earle gave him a
three shot lead over Mats Johnmarker, 73-66, of Weber State.
Meyer shot another 70 along with
Penfold who bogeied two of his last
three· holes to get back to even par
142. Wilson had putting problems en
route to a 75.
·
A very tight t'eam race developed
by the end of the day. Weber State
held a slim five.'shot lead over ASU
'

l

and USC and was only seven shots
ahead of the Tigers.
But the Tigers were not up to the
task as a final round of 381 dropped
Pacific into seventh. Weber State
also folded back to fifth. ASU's 357,
two over par, was sufficient for the
victory over BYU. UCLA fired even
par 355 to move from seventh to
third.
Earle calmly fired a final round
of 72 for his fourth collegiate victory.
"I tried to work the ball to keep from
guiding it," said Earle. UCLA's
Duffy Waldorf finished with a 67 to
tie himself with Meyer and Barry
G.onser, ASU, at one under par 212.
Wilson finished with a 73 to tie for
sixth and Penfold's 78 dropped him
to eleventh.
Usually when a team has three
players finish high in the individual
competition, as Pacific did, they are
usually fighting for the victory. But
Pacific's problem, as it has been since
the second place finish in Tahoe, has
been the inability of the last three
players to put a string of good rounds
together. For example, after two
rounds at North Ranch, the top three
players were one under par while the
other two counting scores were 25
over par.
. This was the end of a very disappointing fall season. Pacific will
regroup in January to open a tough;
hectic, and very important Spring
season.

SportS
Update
Tennis competes
The UOP women's tennis
team competed ove,r the weekend
in the Tanner-Itca N orCal
Women's singles championship
and entered five players including
Trina Lee who made it as far as the
second round. Along with Trina's
impressive performance was
Pacific's Karen Waterman who
managed to play Stephani Savides
tough (one of the best in the tournament), before losing 6-3, 6-7, 63. The men will compete against
Hayward Friday in a NorCal tournament event.

Tough lqss
"It was a good game," commented junior, Geoff Storey. The
game played against Fresno State
on Monday was considered a good
game, not because it marked a victory for the Tigers, it was a 2-0 win
for Fresno, but because the team
showed improvement in their
playing, as they have been all
season.
"We played well throughout
the game. We had a lot of shots.
We were unable to finish and get
the balls to the back of the net,"
said head coach Bruce Spaulding.
The Bulldogs with an overall
record of 10-8-1, were tough competition for the Tigers. Fresno
keeper, Andy Rico is one of the
top keepers on the West Coast with
a .94 goals against average in 13
matches. With this win over
Pacific , Fresno State has clinched
the northern division berth in the
PCAA title match.

..
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$2.00

1, 4th Anniversary Week- Nov. 14-20
2. 4th Birthday Celebration Nov. 19
Best Legs Contest
Men and Women Division
Cash and Prizes
3. Students and Faculty
Save lOOfo on Food ·Get Happy Hour Prices
with UOP I.D.

Ji

17
r - 946- 2474

DON'T MISS IT!
I

"Boae of the Baabarger" • 9 Dnft Beers I ~0 Bottled Been
March Laae I Penbiag • 957-4322
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ODDS AND ENDS
New officers

(continuedfrompage 1)
at UOP as also helping students
protect themselves against crime,''
said Elliott.
Elliott is the first woman Chief
Askew has hired as a police officer
since he started. "A number of
women appli.ed and Terry came out
on top, even above the men. She earned this position on her own," said
Askew. "I think we could use her
touch in our department since over
half of the student body is women.''
Officer Swartz has eight years
experience with the California Highway patrol. A six-year resident of
Stockton, with two sons aged 11 and
14, he is also very familiar with the
University. Officer Swartz received
his A.A. Degree in Administration of
Justice from Chabot Junior College,
and has recently been running his
own trucking business.
"This University's crime
situation is a problem we, as police
officers, just have to address. We are
going to do it together and make this
a more comfortable and safe place
for students and faculty alike," said
Swartz.
Officers Elliott and Swartz will
be patrolling with their respective
training officers over the next six
weeks before going out alone.

buse clothes?
Is fashion an excuse to a
.

CampPadOc&newed

•

.

.

By Randy Verescbagin
Here are just a few observations
about fashion, which around here
seems to be defined as just an excuse
to abuse your clothing.
Why do people have to have
their collars turned up? It's really not
that cold out. Maybe there is an
ulterior motive. Are people trying to
hide something? Is there something
wrong with their necks that we all
shouldn't see? Maybe the neck is
becoming another personal/private part
of the body that shouldn't be exposed in
public. I can see it now, a $30.00 fine for
indecent exposure if your collar isn't
turned up.
Don't these people know that
collars were meant to stay down?
Think about it. How else would you
hide your tie? If collars were meant to
stay up, God would have given us
buttons on the sides of our necks and
not on our shirts.
What is this fascination with
animals? Must you have to have an
animal on your left breast to be

ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,

CHEMISTRY, MATH
MAJORS
$30,000 SCHOLARSHIPS
IVhy wait until after graduation to get
paid for your skills? The Navy Nuclear
Pm-:er Program is offering financial
support plus all active duty benefits
to front- running students in majors
1 ist:cd above. No unifonns, no haircuts
no "drills." You continue to do your
best: as a .student free of any distractions, and GET PAID FOR IT! You are
guaranteed a COilmlSSlOn as an officer
~n the.Navy Nuclear Power Program,
mc~u~mg a full year of post-grad
tral!u.ng. Start at $24,000 with increases to over $40,000 after only 4
years. RF~UIREMENTS: 3.0 or better
in LC'chn1cal courses, U.S. citizen,
no mon' than 27 years old at grad,ur
tion. For more infonnation call col l C'ct: (415) 452- 2900 , H- Th., 9-1.
OVER $1,000 A MONTH

fashionable? Here is just a short list
of some of the animals inhabiting
that pectoral region that I've seen
around campus. There are lizards,
dragons and alligators; also tigers,
foxes and penguins; not to mention
sheep, frogs and of course, horses of
the polo persuasion. Why these
animals? Is there some special
significance? Maybe the other
animals aren't endorsing any brand
yet because they're holding out for
more money. Is it because they are so
cute? ... I don't think so. It's been my
experience that most people don't
find alligators/lizards cute. If it's
cute they want, why aren't there
koala bears or little furry puppy dogs,
or for that matter, why not put
someone's baby picture on your shirt.
What do people see in ripped,
torn and mangled clothing? Ever since
the movie Flashdance, everyone wants
to wear the clothes that made Jennifer Beals look like a goddess. The
only problem is that not everyone is
born with features that make her one
of the world's best looking women. I
don't think it matters what Jennifer
wears ... she even looked good in a
welder's shield. Maybe that will be
the new thing ... it would be an improvement for some.
Okay, sure the movie was good,
but for what it has done to tht>
clothing industry, it should be burned.
, ~.::riously, girls who think that being
beautiful entails wearing shirts that

.

.

have the necklines rippe_d o~t
and sleeves cut off so one slide will
hang lower than the other have a strange
concept of beauty. The funniest part
about the whole thing is that they
can't just rip any old shirt .. .it has to
be a designer shirt or else it's ~oo
tacky. Are these shirts an expression
of the times? Do they convey some
personal message? Are people saying,
"I'm happy, healthy, and I think I

" Wh I was groWlD8 up,
~dance?
ena shirt like that it
!f so_meone wore like "I'm a slob, I
Impbed messages d'
myself, and
don't kno_w how to ressthe Salvation
I wear things ,that ~~
Army wouldn. t take. 't the only ones
B~t the girls are~irts are "totally
who thmk th~t torn s
e look seems
cool." The n~ped sl~e~
hions too
5
to be hip now 10. men t:~k top' it'~
It's more than JUSt a
.. ·

mean.

h k
. t
"Hey .man, \ e~ ~~thy
The. shirtS ~
P
et er?
styhsh they ve ~ot to say
on the front hke Gold's GYtn
USMC. I hope that these shirtS
to bolster eg~s be~ause they
nothing for thetr ~odtes - half or
guys I've seen wearmg them have
and shoulders that look like
have problems opening a car door
·

Wemyss named after Coke own
By Kereshawn Hprdy
Wemyss House is the smallest of
UOP's residence halls. The coed
dormitory houses up to 60 residents.
Now that you know that, chances are you notice the peculiar
spelling of the name. Yes that's right,
W-e-m-y-s-s.
Who's Wemyss? Why was the
dorm named after that person? The
dorm between Farley and Ritter
House with a view of UOP's football
practice field, was named after a
Stockton businessman who at the
time of the naming of Wemyss House
was the owner of the Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Stockton. Ed
Wemyss deeded a dairy ranch to UOP
in the early 1960's. The 500-acre ranch,
Dos Rios, worth about $400,<XX>, is on
the San Joaquin river near Modesto.

. d . St kton st'nce
W emyss 1tve m oc
his arrival in 1930 from Evansville,
Indiana, where he was president of an
· d
· 1 b k
d a furniture
m ustna
an an
manufacturer.
Mr. and Mrs. Wemyss believed
in giving some of their · time and
mon~y to causes that helped young
people. When the Wemysses donated
the Dos Rios Ranch to UOP. Ed

Wemyss told President Robert
,,
· k'
h t
'gh
In thm mg w a we ~I t .do
yo~ng people of Cah~orn.ta,
dectded the best contnbutton
ld make would be to help
cou .
Th
11
· .
of Pa~tfic.
e co ege ts gomg
war~ m a fme way • and we are
of It. We want to be P~rt of
progress. I ~?pe others wtll help
college also.
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Missiles arra

• Quality Reproductive H•alth Care
• Low Cost Contraceptive Supplies
• Pregnancy Testing
North Clinic - 415 W. Ben Holt 477-4103
Main Clinic- 19 N. Pilgrim 466-2081
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